PLATFORM OVERVIEW

Xy5
Learning content management has
never been easier

Create Content for the Modern Learner
Using a simple, intuitive interface, Xyleme provides content developers a platform that lets
them rapidly build or reuse content and publish responsive eLearning, mobile books and slides,
classroom guides for leaders and participants, and more.

KEY FEATURES
→→ Content / User Management and Security
→→ Collaborative Authoring
→→ Print and Responsive Web Publishing
→→ Online Content Reviews
→→ Translation Management
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Deliver Learning Anywhere, Anytime
The delivery cloud is the key to rapid maintenance – as content changes, it is published to the
cloud and participating learning and business systems get the most current content instantly.
→→ Content Repository
→→ On-Demand, Anywhere, Anytime, Any Device
→→ Dynamic Content Updates and Delivery
→→ Granular Search
→→ Simple Content Integation
→→ Open API

Analyze the Effectiveness of Your Learning Content
By delivering your content from the cloud you can measure its usage anywhere in the learning
ecosystem — at the object level. The data provides new insights into what content is effective
and can be correlated to business results through integration with other BI tools.
→→ Learning Record Store / xAPI
→→ Analytics Dashboards
→→ Integration with BI Tools

Why Do You Need Xyleme?
→→ Manage every aspect of your learning content from one platform
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→→ Make your content available on-demand, anywhere,
anytime, on any device
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→→ Take advantage of our deep domain expertise in learning
content management
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→→ Analyze learner engagement with your learning content
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→→ Store your content in a single, searchable repository
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→→ Provide both formal and informal learning
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→→ Increase the efficiencies of your content development
and management processes
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→→ Benefit from the most advanced cloud technologies for reliable
performance and scalability
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